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Abstract: This essay looks at the reception of the story of former slave Sylvia Dubois, first by her biographer C.W. Larison and second by contemporary literary critics. It examines the power dynamics in the text and in its interpretation, in order to reclaim Sylvia’s authority and integrity in relation to the history she puts forward. The essay addresses some of the problematic ways the text has been previously explored, while also emphasizing the powerful oral and direct nature of the writing.
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This essay will examine *Sylvia Dubois: A Biography of the Slav who Whipt Her Mistres and Gand Her Fredom* (1883) and the dichotomous identities it presents. Throughout the text the subject Sylvia is always fighting for her voice to be heard, and her phonetic approach, dialect and slang remove the class and authority markers traditionally found in nineteenth-century writing. This leads to the text having two authors, undermining Larison’s authorial intentions, and preserving the oral history of late 19th Century America.

Sylvia Dubois was the daughter of Dorcas Compton and Cuffy Bard, born into slavery on Richard Compton’s plantation on Sourland Mountain (NJ). Separated from her parents at 5 years old, she moved to Dominicus Dubois’ estate in Flagtown (NJ), whose second wife, Elizabeth Dubois, beat her regularly. In her late teens, after the household had moved to the Great Bend (PA), she retaliated against Elizabeth’s abuse and fled to Chenang Point (NY), but was called back by Dominicus to take her daughter, Judith, and her freedom. She then went in search of her mother, searching first at Flagtown, but then finding her in New Brunswick (NJ). Towards the end of her life, she moved back to Sourland Mountain to care for her Grandfather, who then left her Put’s Tavern in his will. It was destroyed by fire, leaving Sylvia destitute, so she moved in with her second youngest daughter, which is where the interviews with C.W. Larison took place in 1883.
Larison’s approach to compiling the interviews was unconventional. He did not conform to standard spelling and used this text to promote the larger phonetic alphabet proposed by the Committee on the Reform of English Spelling. Larison takes the English alphabet and adds accent markers. He writes:

\[ \text{To improve the alphabet, then we must enlarge it. This we do by using eeh ov the vowel characters in the old alphabet, without diacritic marks to represent the sound, or fon, herd in uttering it; that is, we use its nam sound.} \]

Although the irregular spelling does make the text very difficult to read, with the most efficient way to be read out loud, it does honour the interview style of the text. Using a phonetic alphabet allows Sylvia’s voice to be clearly heard and her slang and dialect to come through. Larison’s voice is also preserved, as he uses the same alphabet throughout the work. This puts both Larison and Sylvia on an equal footing in the text; the general markers of class or authority are lost with the phonetic spelling and oral design, as they portray local dialects with contemporary slang successfully.

This, in essence, gives the text two authors. As the text is essentially a compilation of interviews with Sylvia, with excerpts of Larison’s descriptions or side notes, both voices are received directly. Sylvia’s voice is uninterrupted, giving her equal power in their conversation, which is then preserved in the text. Here, Larison asks Sylvia a leading question, attempting to avoid the discussion of abuse, but Sylvia refuses his direction and takes the opportunity to confirm and describe the abuse:

\[ \text{Wël; yur mistrës was alwas kind to yu, wasn’t she?} \]

\[ \text{Kind tō me; hwû, she was the vërû devîl himsēlf. Hwû, she’d lēvēl me with ēnỳthing she cud gët hold ův—clûb, stïk ův wîd, tōngs, fir-shûvël, nîf, âx, hâtëhët; ēnỳthing thät was händyëst; ând thën she was so dâmd quîk âbout ųt, tō. I tël yu, ûf I Ŭntëndēd tō sâc hër, I mad shur tō be ōf âwâs.} \]

---
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Larison’s inability to control Sylvia’s speech in these face to face interactions is then counterbalanced by long-winded descriptive passages, solely narrated by himself. Although it creates an illusion of ownership over the text, with the majority being written by Larison, Sylvia makes her presence known. Her parts of the text are significantly more engaging, and rich in oral history that would otherwise have been lost.

To understand Larison’s approach, Michael Berthold focuses on his early life, as is documented in his text *Reminiscences of School Life* (1896). Berthold compares Larison’s account of his childhood and working as a teacher to the account of Sylvia and their encounter to decode who Larison was, and identify his effect on the text. Overall, he does not paint Larison or his writings in a particularly favourable light. He looks closely at the racial motivation for Larison’s treatment of a black female student specifically and compares that to the respect Larison claims to have for Sylvia’s rebellious nature. He also looks at Larison’s childhood, comparing Sylvia to the descriptions of Larison’s strong disciplinarian mother. Larison’s education is also examined as the source of his interest in spelling reform. Larison explains his preference of the reformed language down to his childhood difficulty to grasp the basics of grammar and spelling, and the beatings that ensued. He then used his earnings from teaching to fund himself during his medicine degree, as his father did not think it appropriate to support him. Berthold looks closely at this medical training, and Larison’s career as a doctor, suggesting that “Although some remembered him as a kind and considerate physician, particularly in obstetrical cases, other patients thought he was inclined to “experiment” with his patients as subjects.”³ This analysis can be extended to Larison’s manipulation of language, experimenting with it as opposed to using standard spelling.

Larison aspired to gain social authority from his profession, working hard to earn his title, and identifying himself quickly as a Doctor in the text. Drawing on other accounts of Larison’s studies, Berthold identifies that “As a medical student (as if replicating Victor Frankenstein’s “workshop of filthy creation”) Larison “purchased human bodies from whatever source he could” and “dissected everything that came his way.”⁴ This grotesque practice fits well with Sylvia’s own description of doctors:

⁴ Berthold, Michael C. “The Peals of Her Terrific Language” Page 8
Her scepticism is met with laughter from Larison, but she immediately undermines the authority he seeks to establish through his profession and reminds the audience and Larison of the abuse black minorities face from establishments, including medicine. Sylvia’s confidence in the text allows the reader to see the contradictions in Larison’s portrayed character. Berthold writes “Larison brings to the interview a characteristic melange of curiosity and arrogance, of benevolence and narcissism, and the resultant text reminds that his professionalisms, shifting, contradictory, always under construction, are the roles that he is playing.” Sylvia’s reaction seems to see right through Larison’s pretences to the contradictory and possibly threatening character underneath, that can be seen in some of his other works.

In the SUNY edition of the text, the introduction by DoVeanna S. Fulton Minor and Reginald H. Pitts makes a poignant comparison between the biography by Larison and those of other writers at the time collecting recipes and lifestyles of different cultures. They suggest that likewise Larison is collecting exotic stories, arguing that that “This narrative construction reveals interviewers were unconcerned with the ex-slave’s person, her or his personal feelings, perceptions, and reactions to her or his experiences.” The text is heavily peppered with accounts of foods and other descriptions of things somewhat trivial to Sylvia’s life story, such as this overview of Sylvia’s diet as a slave:

Tha gəv us Indiən dümplıŋgs, səmp, pərg, corn-brūd, potatos, pərk, bef, mūsh ánd məlk, ánd nɪgər bûtər; ánd we didn’t gət á bəłə-yəul əv thəs, səmtims—I’v əfən gən tə bəd həŋgrɪ, bút, ’twas no us tə cəmplən ;—yə həd yur məguə nd yu gət no mor. Thət’s thə wə thə fəd yʊŋ nɪgərs, ín old tims, bút thə məd’ əm gro.
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However, as Minor and Pitts argue, “Dubois undermines Larison’s intentions and expresses her own concerns.”8 Despite the presumption that this would become a catalogue of parts of life, Sylvia refuses to be limited by this, repeatedly reminding Larison of the abuse she suffered. Here she talks about the foods, as she’s been asked, but she reminds him that she often went hungry, and her food sources were drastically limited. Taking control of the platform Larison has given her, she charges the text with stories of injustice and hardship, breaking the clean façade Larison had intended.

Her manipulation of these intentions seeps through the entire text, asserting her as the dominant speaker in these interviews. This is most present when she talks about her mistress. As seen earlier in the essay, Larison attempted to curb Sylvia’s wrath towards Elizabeth Dubois, but to no avail. As the text turns from Larison’s attempts to minimize the discussion of the violence of slavery on the text, to Sylvia’s forceful acknowledgement of the hardships, so does the power shift between them. Whereas before Larison had been interested in preserving the Dubois name, and assuming the Mistress was benevolent to Sylvia, by the end of the interviews the text has become the tale of Sylvia, with even the title of the book changing to reflect the conflict between Sylvia and Elizabeth:

9 Larison, C.W., Sylvia Dubois, A Biography of The Slav Who Whipt Her Mistres And Gand Her Fredom Page 63

The title of the book celebrates this moment of victory, when Sylvia physically fights for her freedom against her Mistress and wins. Reading Sylvia’s story more closely, the events were slightly different. She fights her Mistress and runs away to New York, where she is called back by her Master, who gives her freedom and reunites her with her daughter. The image of Sylvia fighting for her freedom, however, is more
in keeping with the image she presents of herself, as she proves she is a woman who fights over and over again for justice. The text builds this up as a moment of bravery and victory, standing against a tyrant decidedly set against her.

This scene is closely examined by Fulton Minor and Pitts, who sought to discover the motivation between the violent relationship between Elizabeth and Sylvia. They draw on other criticism of the text, citing “Historian Marc Mappen suggests Dominicus Dubois was the father of the child, which would easily explain Elizabeth Dubois’s animosity toward Sylvia. Sylvia’s testimony supports this suspicion. She states, “I tried to please him, and he tried to please me; and we got along together pretty well.” They even go so far as to say “Her actions intimate that not only did she refuse to accept Elizabeth’s abuse, she may have also rejected the secondary position Dominicus had assigned her.” This perspective is highly problematic. Although it is possible that Judith, Sylvia’s first born, was the child of Dominicus Dubois, and they may have been having a sexual relationship, she was still enslaved.

Jared C. Lobdell worked on a timeline to establish Sylvia’s true age, as Larison claims she was 116 when the text was published. Lobdell dismisses this claim and works from the fact she was 14 when Dominicus moved to the Great Bend, and she describes walking the journey from Flagtown:

out pāssing à hou, or metîng à pĕrsûn. The wodes was ful òv bår, pănthĕrg, wild-căts and the lik. About thes I hăd hĕrd â grat mĕny wild storĭs. So I mad shur to kep mĭy coug prĕţy clos to the wâgûng. 12

Lobdell writes that if Sylvia “trekked to Great Bend when she was fourteen, then she was born in 1788/89.” (a twenty-year disparity to Larison’s claim). Working from these dates, I calculate that Sylvia would be 32 years Dominicus’ junior, and roughly 15 when she would have fallen pregnant with Judith. The claims about her age undermine Sylvia’s integrity by disproving her statements and invalidating her experiences by suggesting she had autonomy during this period, even so far as to suggest she accepted Elizabeth’s repeated abuse to maintain her relationship with

10 Fulton Minor, DoVeanna S., and Pitts, Reginald H., Speaking Lives, Authoring Texts, Page 24
12 Larison, C.W., Sylvia Dubois, A Biography of The Slav Who Whipt Her Mistres And Gand Her Fredom, Page 49
13 Larison, C.W., Sylvia Dubois, A Biography of The Slav Who Whipt Her Mistres And Gand Her Fredom, Page 8
Minna. When discussing the relationship between Dominicus and Sylvia, I do not believe consent can be considered, and for Sylvia it would have likely been a situation of survival, not fondness. Pitts and Fulton Minor’s suggestion that Sylvia fought Elizabeth for Dominicus’ affection seems to be trivialising Sylvia’s her vulnerability in a household she had been a part of since she was five, as she is selected by the Master and beaten by the Mistress. This is romanticising of a relationship she would have had little to no control over, ending with her being given her daughter and freedom and being told to leave.

Lobdell works closely with the text, trying to authenticate it as a historical document, as Larison had initially intended. He points at her age, and the story of Richard Compton as reasons why Sylvia is an unreliable narrator, he suggests more so than her advanced age would cause. To confirm her age, Larison tells a small story of how Sylvia and Richard Compton were both nursed by Sylvia’s mother, Dorcas:

\[
\text{lad\(ỳ\), informs me, th\(à\)t s\(è\)vèr\(à\)l old foks used t\(ò\) t\(è\)l h\(è\)r hwèn \(à\) g\(è\)rî, th\(à\)t h\(è\)r U\(n\(è\)l Rî\(è\)hråd \(à\)nd S\(î\(î\)v\(î\)\(à\) Dubois, w\(è\)r \(à\)b\(ô\)ut òv \(à\) the sam âg \(;\) th\(à\)t th\(à\) h\(à\)d \(à\)n b\(ô\)th Rî\(è\)hråd \(à\)nd S\(î\(î\)v\(î\)\(à\) n\(ü\)rs \(à\)m m\(û\)n\(è\)hr ì\(à\)t \(à\) the sam tim \(;\) ând th\(à\)t he.}^{14}
\]

Lobdell dismisses this story and highlights it as a point of the tale’s inaccuracy, identifying that “Indeed, it would appear that the very tradition itself is suspicious: the birth of a black baby and a white baby at about (or exactly) the same time, both of them nursed by the black mother, is a common motif in folklore and literature”\(^{15}\).

Although the nature of segregation makes this highly believable, there is something to be questioned here. Emily West looks at the use of slave wet nurses by masters when it comes to white and slave children: “Because the extent of wet-nursing under slavery is hard to quantify, historians have tended to define its use in the South as fairly unusual and to maintain that its significance is hard to evaluate. […] McMillen concludes that about one-fifth of white women relied on female domestic slaves for wet-nursing”\(^{16}\). She goes on to outline McMillen’s view that the sharing of breastfeeding bridged a gap in segregation, unifying women in child rearing, but West disagrees with this. She qualifies this as a new form of abuse, with some

---

\(^{14}\) Larison, C.W., Sylvia Dubois, A Biography of The Slav Who Whipt Her Mistres And Gand Her Fredom Page 84

\(^{15}\) Larison, C.W., Sylvia Dubois, A Biography of The Slav Who Whipt Her Mistres And Gand Her Fredom, Page 8

mothers separated from their new-borns to feed the white family’s child, leaving their child malnourished or starving if the mother could not feed two babies. In a way, Sylvia’s abuse has been used as a point to discredit her interviews and her biography.

In conclusion although Larison attempts to control the text using the alternative phonetic alphabet, and curbing Sylvia’s sections with long winded descriptions about the area or the authenticity, Sylvia maintains her presence, her authority and her integrity in the text. Though earlier criticism may question her reliability, such as Lobdell, or shift responsibilities and movies, such as Fulton Minor and Pitts, Sylvia’s story, her character and her language remain. Sylvia’s power in these interviews is enough to make this text her own, even being surrounded by a separate narrative.
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